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In January, the Federal Reserve's hawkish shift
had a strong impact on global financial markets,
with valuations for  growth and tech stocks
suffering one of their worst starts of the year on
record. Bitcoin’s correlation with equities surged to
its highest level in 17 months, and it  ended the
month deep in correction territory.  Despite rising
volatility, both spot and derivative volumes
remained subdued last month suggesting low
convictions among investors. Altcoin liquidity has
also deteriorated in January, with the difference
between BTC-USD and ETH-USD spreads hitting
its highest level since May 2021. With Bitcoin's
price falling, crypto-linked companies and
regulated investment offerings have  also taken a
beating. Both the Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (GBTC)
and ProShares BTC ETF have underperformed
spot BTC since October. 
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Crypto
Reacts
to Macro
Outlook
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Most crypto assets ended January well in correction territory as macro
headwinds dragged both equity and crypto markets down. Below, we chart the
percentage change relative to previous all-time highs for top crypto assets,
compared with the S&P 500 and Nasdaq. Nasdaq is down almost ~10% since
previous highs reached in November, while Bitcoin and Ethereum are down
more than 40% from their peaks. Cosmos’ ATOM, Polygon's MATIC, and
Binance Coin (BNB,) which all performed well in December, registered the
smallest declines relative to other crypto assets. Dogecoin (DOGE), Ripple
(XRP) and the governance tokens of DEXs Uniswap and Sushiswap were the
worst performers, with corrections of over 70%.
 

% Change from All-Time High

Over the past few months, Bitcoin behaved strongly like a risk asset and its correlation with the Nasdaq and S&P
500 equity indices jumped to its highest level in more than a year, at .59 as of end-January. On the other hand,
Bitcoin's correlation with safe-haven gold has remained mostly negative since March 2021.

Bitcoin's Correlation With Traditional Assets
Rolling 30D correlation of daily returns

As of January 31

http://www.kaiko.com/


All Crypto
Sectors Are
Down in
January
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Despite altcoins remaining tightly correlated to the price of Bitcoin,
performance diverged across sectors in January. Below we compare the
performance of six simulated portfolios, tracking the composite returns of
the 5  largest tokens by market cap for each market segment. The
governance tokens for centralised exchanges (CEX) registered the smallest
decline of around 20%, outperforming the top crypto assets. By contrast,
decentralized exchanges (DEX) tokens were the worst performers, down by
over 43%. Layer 1 scaling solutions performed better than their competitors
- Layer 2 and metaverse-linked tokens in January. Idiosyncratic factors such
as news events, the level of competition, gas fees, high-profile hacks or
bugs could explain these performance differences.

Metaverse

Market Performance in January

Launch of LooksRare NFT
Marketplace
OpenSea raises $300mn
Hackers steal and resell rare
NFTs on OpenSea
Sandbox partners with Warner
Music 
Microsoft buys Activision for
$69B

 

EIP-1559 goes live on Polygon
mainnet
LRC lists on BinanceUS
Arbitrum One suffers
minor outage

Layer 2 

Decentralized Exchange

21Shares launches Uniswap
ETP
Curve volumes hit record high
amid lack of stablecoin liquidity
on DEXs

 

Centralized Exchange

Multi-chain Near Protocol
raises $150mn
Solana wallet Phantom
raises $109mn, launches iOS
app
Coinbase lists Solana-based
tokens ORCA and FIDA
21Shares lists first Cosmos
ETP
Warner partners with Tezos-
based OneOf
Cardano smart contracts
surpass 1K for the first time,
launch of SundaeSwap DEX

  
 

Layer 1 

FTX closes $400mn
Series C, acquires Liquid
exchange

 

Sector News Events

http://www.kaiko.com/
https://www.kaiko.com/blogs/examples-and-case-studies/cryptocurrency-portfolio-valuation


CEX and
DEX Trade
Volumes
Drop
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Both  Bitcoin and Ethereum spot trading volumes have been subdued since
November alongside a bearish move in crypto assets prices. The average BTC-
USD and ETH-USD monthly volumes on the top cryptocurrency exchanges
totalled $145b in January, their lowest level since July 2021. The majority of
spot trading still occurs on Binance, but recently Coinbase and FTX have been
capturing more market share. Okex and Huobi have suffered most since the
regulatory crackdown in China. To learn more about how each exchange
differentiates, check out Kaiko's newly launched exchange ranking.

Bitcoin and Ethereum Monthly Trade Volume
USD pairs on top centralized exchanges

Trade volume on the leading Ethereum-based DEXs also declined in January to $75B from $84B in December.
The decline was mainly due to falling trading activity on Uniswap V3 which today accounts for 71% of total
volume. Trading activity on Curve, a DEX optimized for exchanging stablecoins, rose from $5B to $9B month-to-
month as investors flocked to the exchange in search of stablecoin liquidity. However, overall trade volume on
Curve remained relatively low compared with other DEXs despite the exchange holding the largest share of DeFi
total value locked (TVL) on Ethereum (13%)—more than twice Uniswap’s TVL.

Monthly Trade Volume on DEXs
Since August 1st, 2020

http://www.kaiko.com/
https://www.kaiko.com/pages/exchange-ranking
https://www.investing.com/news/cryptocurrency-news/users-flock-to-curve-amid-lack-of-stablecoin-liquidity-on-major-dexs-2752744


BTC-Linked
Investment
Vehicles
Underperform
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With Bitcoin's price falling, regulated investment offerings designed
to provide exposure to crypto assets without owning it directly, have
also taken a beating. Below, we chart the performance of two Bitcoin
investment vehicles relative to spot - the Proshares Bitcoin ETF
(BITO) which tracks BTC futures prices and Grayscale Bitcoin Trust
(GBTC) – the world’s largest crypto trust. We observe that since
October, both GBTC and BITO have underperformed spot prices. The
launch of several future based ETFs in the U.S. over the past months,
has curtailed demand for GBTC. The Trust has traded at a persistent
discount to its Bitcoin holdings over the past year.

Bitcoin Investment Vehicle Performance vs. Spot

U.S.-listed Bitcoin mining companies—which are often treated as alternative Bitcoin investment vehicls— saw
soaring returns in the second half of 2021 as the mining industry took off in the United States following the
mining ban in China. However, with the latest market sell-off, crypto mining companies have taken a beating.
Five of the largest mining companies are down more than 40% since Bitcoin reached all time highs on
November 9th. 

Crypto Mining Companies Stock Performance
Percentage change since November 9, 2021

Percentage change in price since BTC futures ETF launch

http://www.kaiko.com/
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/01/19/grayscale-bitcoin-trust-discount-hits-record-at-265


Ethereum
Liquidity
Improves
Since 2020
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Ethereum market liquidity, as measured by the bid-ask spread, has improved
relative to Bitcoin over the past two years. The bid-ask spread represents the
cost to trade and is the difference between the best bid and the best ask for an
asset. Typically, tighter bid-ask spreads indicate higher liquidity for a trading pair
while wider spreads mean that liquidity is weaker. Below, we chart the spread for
BTC-USD and ETH-USD pairs averaged across six exchanges. We can observe
that while Bitcoin remains the most liquid crypto asset, ETH-USD spreads have
narrowed significantly from over 4bps on average in 2020 to around 2bps in
2021. Overall, spread volatility has decreased for both trading pairs.
 
 

Average Hourly Bid-Ask Spread

However, with falling risk sentiment contributing to steep selloffs for both equities and crypto markets, the
difference in spreads between the two assets increased in January, hitting its highest level since May 2021. This
suggests that market makers are providing liquidity asymmetrically, especially during periods of market turmoil.

Average Hourly Bid-Ask Spread in January
BTC-USD and ETH-USD trading pairs

 
BTC-USD and ETH-USD trading pairs

http://www.kaiko.com/


Average Spread on Coinbase

Liquidity Remains Fragmented Accros Assets

Average Spread on Binance
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The same trend can be observed on Coinbase. Overall, spreads are narrower on Binance compared to Coinbase,
which can be partly explained by differences in market making fee structures. However, across exchanges some
assets have better liquidity than others—for example, Cardano ranks 20th on Binance but 5th on Coinbase. The
strong differences suggest a shortage of liquidity and abundance of crypto assets.

Crypto market liquidity remains highly fragmented across exchanges, and even more so between assets on the
same exchange. Below we chart the average bid-ask spread for major crypto assets on Binance to show how
liquidity can differ drastically depending on the market. The spread is influenced by market maker activity, price
volatility, and an exchange’s fee structure. We can observe that while Bitcoin and Ethereum exhibit very low bid-
ask spreads, most other assets, even some of the high caps, have very poor liquidity. 

USDT pairs, 30 day average

USDT pairs, 30 day average

http://www.kaiko.com/


Derivatives Markets Suggest Bearish Sentiment

Perpetual Futures Funding Rates
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Bitcoin perpetual futures open interest plummeted by 30% to $8bn in January following several bouts of volatility
which spurred $1.92bn in liquidations across derivative markets. BTC spot priced briefly fell below the key
support level of $35K, its lowest level since July 2021, before recovering some losses by the end of the month.
FTX and Bybit registered the strongest decline in open contracts of 35% and 22% respectively. The current level
of Bitcoin open interest is roughly comparable to September’s levels, but the average spot price is lower by 11% .
Together with negative funding rates, this suggests that leverage has declined.

Bitcoin Perpetual Futures Open Interest

In January, both BTC and ETH funding rates dipping negative on all exchanges.The funding rate is the average
cost of holding a long position and when negative, this means that perpetual futures prices are lower than the
index price which suggests that more traders are entering short positions. Ethereum’s funding rates have been
consistently higher than Bitcoin’s since end-November. However, the two assets have been moving together
closely in January following a sharp drop in bullish sentiment across all crypto assets.

http://www.kaiko.com/


Fears of Global Tightening are Rampant,
Despite Policy Divide 
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Despite volatile equities and falling risk sentiment, the U.S. Federal Reserve confirmed it will start raising rates
in March to combat surging inflation. While many global central banks are gradually pivoting towards
normalisation of their post-pandemic monetary policy, the pace varies across regions. In the infographic below,
we outline some of the major monetary policy moves alongside the short-term treasury yields in the United
States, the United Kingdom, Canada and Germany. The 2-year yields - a proxy of market expectations for the
future direction of monetary policy, have risen the most in the U.S. since September (+100bps)  as markets
priced in a removal of the so-called “Fed put”, referring to the central bank’s support for equity markets in times
of trouble. However, they remained negative and mostly stable in Germany as the European Central Bank (ECB)
reiterated its commitment not to raise rates in 2022. The Fed’s hawkishness also contrasts sharply with China’s
recent moves towards monetary easing. This is expected to support the U.S. Dollar and partly offset some of
the headwinds from tightening of financial conditions in the U.S. and other developed markets.

http://www.kaiko.com/
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Rising Real Yields Hurt Risk Assets

Risk Assets vs. Real Yields
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Real Treasury yields - or the returns
investors can expect after inflation is
taken into account - have risen
significantly following the Fed’s
hawkish shift in November. We chart
10-year inflation adjusted treasury
yields (TIPS) along with Bitcoin and
Nasdaq price returns since November.
Despite remaining in negative territory,
real yields have increased by 35bps in
January. This has hurt risk assets such
as tech stocks and crypto, which
appear less attractive to investors than
safe-haven bonds. The slowing of  the
Fed’s monthly bonds purchases,  is
expected to exacerbate the move
higher in real yields as the supply of
government debt available to ordinary
investors increases.
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